Abstract-Inter-user variability of brain activity patterns makes it necessary to obtain a user-specific configuration for optimal performance of a brain-computer interface (BCI). Setting up or adjusting a BCI requires a certain amount of data for the computation of spatial filters, selection of suitable features (e.g., frequency bands), and classifier training. Taking advantage of the spatial and spectral characteristics of the post-imagery beta event-related synchronization (ERS, power increase), we propose to use a user-independent configuration encompassing a single Laplacian filter, a broad frequency band (19 to 26 Hz), and a novel feature corresponding to the timevarying estimation of the beta ERS. In an offline analysis, we compare i) the use of this novel feature with the traditional logarithmic band power, and ii) the application of a broad frequency band with a user-specific band. After a 10 × 10 crossvalidation we found a reduction of the classification accuracy for detection of post-movement beta ERS (4%, 16 participants, p < 0.05) and post-imagery beta ERS (3%, 9 participants, p > 0.05), when using a general configuration instead of user-specific parameters. This performance reduction was only significant for motor execution. Our results demonstrate that the user-independent configuration proposed here leads to a classification accuracy of post-imagery beta ERS that is not significantly different from the performance achieved when the logarithmic band power of a user-specific frequency band is used.
I. INTRODUCTION
A brain-computer interface (BCI) is a communication system that provides a non-muscular communication channel for the translation of brain activity into control commands [1] . BCIs based on the electroencephalogram (EEG) often rely on volitional modulations of sensorimotor rhythms for identifying the user's intentions. BCI users may suppress or increase oscillatory brain activity by imagining movements of different body parts. Motor imagery (MI) produces transient changes in the amplitude of brain oscillations known as event-related desynchronization (ERD, suppression) and event-related synchronization (ERS, increase) [2] . Although the ERD/ERS patterns associated with MI of individual body parts appear with known spatio-temporal and spectral characteristics, inter-user variability makes it necessary to calibrate BCIs before first time use, and possibly at the beginning of each user session. Setting up and/or adjusting a MI-based BCI requires a certain amount of data to create a user-specific configuration, e.g., spatial filters, reactive frequency bands, and classifiers. Recent adaptive BCI designs seamlessly integrate these tasks, which are performed automatically at regular intervals in every user session [3] . Other approaches to BCI calibration seek to create a user-independent configuration that facilitates BCI operation for new users. Existing methods for generalization of user parameters take into account previously recorded data from BCI users with good performance, to obtain a standard configuration that requires only minor adjustments at the beginning of each user session [4] - [6] . However, the requirement of labeled training data and large sets of multichannel EEG recordings may limit the practicality of these methods.
In this work we propose a novel approach for userindependent classification of the EEG after execution and imagination of foot dorsiflexion. The core of this approach is the time-varying estimation of ERD/ERS computed from a broad frequency band. The novelty of this approach lies on the time-varying estimation of ERD/ERS rather than the use of a broad band. Our interest in time-varying ERD/ERS is based on recent reports showing that time-domain parameters outperform classical band power features [7] and that the pre-stimulus amplitude of Rolandic rhythms influence the performance of a cue-paced BCI [8] .
While the majority of MI-based non-invasive BCIs use peri-imagery ERD, this work focuses on the post-imagery beta ERS for the realization of a brain switch [9] . The research questions of this work are: 1) How much does the classification accuracy change when using a common broad band instead of a userspecific band for feature extraction? 2) How does the time-varying estimation of ERD/ERS compare with the logarithmic band power as feature for classification?
II. METHODS
A. EEG recordings
We analyzed a set of EEG recordings from sixteen healthy persons (eight female, age 23.6 ± 3.5 years) without previous MI experience. These recordings consist of signals from fifteen Ag-AgCl electrodes arranged in three Laplacian derivations over electrode positions C3, Cz, and C4 (interelectrode distance was 2.5 cm). The signals were filtered between 0.5 and 100 Hz, with a notch filter at 50 Hz, and sampled at f s = 250 Hz, . Reference and ground electrodes were attached to the left and right mastoid, respectively. Additionally, muscle activity from the left and right tibialis anterior muscles was pre-processed and recorded.
B. Experimental paradigm
The participants' task was to perform (Go) or withhold (NoGo) a motor response following a cue-paced paradigm. The motor response was either the execution or imagination of brisk dorsiflexion of both feet. Each participant completed two runs of motor execution (ME) and three runs of MI. One run contained 40 trials and the probability of Go/NoGo trials was 50%.
A computer monitor (approximately 60 cm in front of the participants) displayed a green fixation cross, which was replaced by a green circle to indicate a Go trial or a red circle to indicate a NoGo trial. These cues appeared on screen two seconds after the beginning of a trial (t = 2 s) and disappeared two seconds afterwards (t = 4 s). A trial ended six seconds after cue onset (t = 8 s), and it was followed by a random inter-trial period lasting between three and six seconds. Participants were required to constantly attend to the paradigm, since there were no indications of the beginning of each trial. Further details can be found in [10] .
C. Broad band time-varying ERS estimation
Based on previous analyses of the post-movement beta ERS [11] , we selected the broad band 19 to 26 Hz as the user-independent reactive frequency band. ERD and ERS are described as relative changes in the amplitude of specific spectral components according to:
where A is the spectral power in a period of interest and R is the spectral power in a reference period. To correctly estimate the amplitude of ERD and ERS, R is a fixed value computed a few seconds before the event eliciting ERD/ERS occurs, and both A and R are averaged across trials. The time-varying estimation nERDS is obtained by replacing A and R in (1) with the series A [n] and A [n − τ ], and dropping the percentage:
where A [n] is the band power at sample n, and A [n − τ ] is the band power at sample n delayed by τ samples. Thus the main difference between (1) and (2) is the dependence between A and the reference period. In practice A [n] and A [n − τ ] are the computed as a moving average band power from a one second segment. Since nERDS [n] does not have a normal distribution, one can apply the logarithm to obtain a distribution that is approximately Gaussian:
After this step, a Fisher's linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is used for classification. In each cross-validation fold, the maximum classification accuracy was selected among the periods of interest A (0 to 2 s), B (2 to 4 s), and C (4 to 6 s), relative to the trial trigger event (ME: movement offset, and MI: cue onset). The accuracy from these periods was computed as the mean accuracy from the overlapping (50%) one-second segments within the specified windows A, B, and C. The classification accuracy from each segment was estimated by classifying the testing trials with an LDA trained to differentiate between a given segment and the reference period (ME: three to four seconds before movement offset, average movement duration was 1.6 s; MI: one second before cue onset).
D. Evaluation
We evaluated the classification accuracy of the broad band feature log (nERDS) for the classification of post-movement and post-imagery beta ERS against a reference period. The classification accuracy was computed from a 10 × 10 crossvalidation procedure for ME runs and MI runs independently (see Figure 1) .
As a first processing step, a single Laplacian derivation over Cz was computed from five EEG channels around the vertex (orthogonal neighbor electrodes anterior, posterior and both lateral). Then, we performed an automatic trial rejection based on amplitude (between ±25 µV), kurtosis (trials exceeding the average kurtosis across trials plus five standard deviations), and muscle activity (trials with muscle activity during resting periods exceeding average activity plus three standard deviations and at every time during MI trials). A set of event-triggers were obtained for the artifactfree trials for ME (movement offset) and MI (cue onset).
The broad band feature log (nERDS) was computed by: i) concatenating all trials, ii) filtering between 19 and 26 Hz (5 th order Butterworth filter), iii) squaring all samples, iv) applying a moving average of one second, v) applying the logarithm, vi) delaying the reference by τ samples, and vii) subtracting both terms. The fifth step corresponds to the classic logarithmic band power (logBP). In this evaluation the delay for the reference band power ranged between two and eight seconds, in steps of one second.
E. User-specific band
The evaluation procedure was repeated for a user-specific frequency band. We selected the most reactive spectral components by computing a time-frequency map of significant (bootstrap, p < 0.05) ERD/ERS across the artifact-free trials [12] . The reference for ERD/ERS was taken from: i) three to four seconds before movement offset (ME), and ii) one second before cue onset (MI). ERD/ERS values that were not significant or smaller than 100% were set to zero. Integrated ERD/ERS across time (500 milliseconds to six seconds after the event-triggers) revealed the most reactive bands. Participants without a post-imagery beta ERS were excluded from the MI analysis. There were data from sixteen participants for the analysis of ME runs and from nine participants for the analysis of MI runs.
F. Statistical analysis
The evaluation procedure described above resulted in a collection of classification accuracy values that depend on the delay τ and the frequency band. To assess the effect of these factors, we computed a two-way ANOVA with factors FREQUENCY × DELAY. The factor FREQUENCY had two levels (broad vs. user-specific) and the factor DELAY had seven levels (2 to 8 s delay). Significance levels were corrected (Greenhouse-Geisser) if sphericity violations occurred. Significant differences were further investigated with multiple comparisons (t-test, Bonferroni corrected). Figure 2 represents the user-specific frequency band of each participant for ME and MI, and their comparison with the broad band. The average reactive band occurred between 18.6 and 27.4 Hz for ME, and between 18.1 and 26 Hz for MI, nicely fitting the user-independent broad band.
III. RESULTS

A. Effects of delay and frequency band
The analysis of ME runs revealed significant differences for the factors FREQUENCY 1 (F (1, 15) = 5.07, p < 0.05) and DELAY (F (6, 90) = 40.34, p < 0.01), but not for their interaction FREQUENCY × DELAY (F (6, 90) = 1.76, p > 0.05). The accuracy of the broad band feature was significantly lower (73% ± 10%) than the accuracy obtained from a user-specific band (76% ± 9%). Multiple comparisons between the different DELAY levels showed that a significantly (p < 0.01) lower performance is obtained for a time lag shorter than five seconds and no significant differences between time lags of five to eight seconds. Interestingly, the five second delay achieved the maximum classification accuracy for the use of a broad band (75% ± 10%). 1 The ANOVA notation shows the value of F , the degrees of freedom in parenthesis, and the p value. Significant differences correspond to p < 0.05 Regarding the analysis of MI runs, significant differences were revealed for the factor DELAY (F (6, 48) = 7.62, p < 0.01), but not for the factor FREQUENCY (F (1, 8) = 2.47, p > 0.05) or the interaction FREQUENCY × DELAY (F (6, 48) = 1.84, p > 0.05). Post-hoc comparisons showed a significantly (p < 0.05) lower performance for the delay of two seconds, in comparison with a delay of three, four, seven, and eight seconds. Once again, the five second delay achieved the maximum classification accuracy for both the broad band (68% ± 9%), and also for the user-specific band (70% ± 7%). Figure 3 summarizes the results of the analysis on different values for the delay and the reactive frequency band.
B. Comparison with logarithmic band power
To further evaluate the user-independent configuration, we compared the performance of using log (nERDS) or the typical logarithmic band power with both the broad band and the user-specific band. We computed a two-way ANOVA with factors FEATURE × FREQUENCY for classification of ME and MI. The results for ME revealed significant differences in the factor FREQUENCY (F (1, 15) = 6.06, p < 0.05), which indicate that the use of a broad band leads to a lower performance (73% ± 10%) than the use of a user-specific band (77% ± 10%). There were no statistically significant differences in the factor FEATURE (F (1, 15) = 0.41, p > 0.05) or the interaction FEATURE × FREQUENCY (F (1, 15) = 1.55, p > 0.05).
The results for MI revealed trends for factor FRE-QUENCY (F (1, 8) = 3.89, p = 0.08) and factor FEATURE (F (1, 8) = 4.11, p = 0.07), and significant differences for the interaction FEATURE × FREQUENCY (F (1, 8) = 7.46, p < 0.05). These trends suggest that the use of a broad band leads to a lower performance (66% ± 9%) than the use of a user-specific band (69% ± 6%), and that the logarithmic band power also leads to a lower performance (66% ± 7%) than the time-varying evaluation of ERD/ERS (69% ± 8%). The post-hoc comparisons on the interaction FEATURE × FREQUENCY did not reach statistical sig- Fig. 4 . Comparison between logarithmic band power (logBP) and timevarying ERD/ERS (nERDS). Significant differences were only found for the classification of ME runs between user-specific bands and a common broad band (thin vertical line: p < 0.05).
nificance, but there were trends indicating that the lowest performance is obtained when using a broad band to extract the logarithmic band power. There were no trends when comparing the performance of log (nERDS) from a broad common band to any combination using user-specific bands. Figure 4 illustrates these results.
IV. DISCUSSION
The results presented above answer both research questions listed in section I. First, using a common broad band for feature extraction leads to an average reduction of the classification accuracy of 4% for ME runs and 3% for MI runs, regardless of the using logBP or log (nERDS). These changes were significant for ME but not for MI.
Second, the comparisons between the logarithmic band power and the time-varying estimation of ERD/ERS did not show significant differences for the analysis of ME or MI. Considering the case of MI, which is more relevant for real BCI applications, there was a trend indicating a better performance when the time-varying estimation of ERD/ERS was used. After finding a significant difference in the interaction between frequency band and feature type, post-hoc comparisons showed only trends suggesting that the lowest performance is achieved when the logarithmic band power is calculated using a broad band.
The classification schemes considering user-specific reactive bands were significantly better than the approach based on a common broad band. However, these differences were small (≤4%) and tended to be reduced when the novel feature log (nERDS) was used; suggesting its possible advantages. It would be interesting to further study the use of this feature in combination with other methods for BCI calibration and its generalization to ERD-based BCIs.
In comparison with existing methods for improving BCI calibration, our methods present a simpler solution to the use of an un-calibrated BCI, e.g., during first time use. The methods described in [4] - [6] analyze sets of multi-channel EEG recordings to find spatial filters and reactive bands that are consistent across users or sessions. It is reasonable to assume that additional sensors and a better characterization (across users) of the post-imagery beta ERS could improve the performance of our methods, but adding more channels might reduce the practicality of the BCI and large data sets are currently unavailable. These issues may become less important in the future as BCIs become more popular.
Since training a user-specific classifier is still needed in our approach, it would be interesting to extend our methods into an adaptive BCI [3] . Adaptive BCIs periodically adjust the BCI configuration to provide a reliable performance since the first session. Extending our methods into an adaptive BCI, would allow for optimization of the reactive frequency bands and a fast creation of a user-specific classifier.
V. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a user-independent configuration for a brain switch based on post-imagery beta ERS. The core of this configuration is the time-varying evaluation of ERD and ERS in a broad user-independent frequency band. Our results demonstrate that this general configuration leads to a performance that is not significantly different than the performance achieved when the logarithmic band power of a user-specific frequency band is used; but only in the case of motor imagery. In the case of motor execution, there was a small but significant performance reduction when using a user-independent configuration. In future work we will focus on creating a user-independent classifier, and evaluating these methods online.
